CAST STONE BROCHURE

SWITCH TO CEMFREE CAST STONE

The durable, sustainable
alternative to traditional
high-carbon materials.
Cast stone made with
Cemfree is the future of our
industry.
It’s time to take a fresh look
at the materials you’re using.

Discover why manufacturers
and specifiers are adding
Cemfree to their product lines.
The industry is rising to the
challenge of building a better
world. Advanced materials
like Cemfree are here to meet
the demand.

• Housing developers:
Showcase the
benefits of
sustainability
• Architects: Specify
low-carbon materials
with confidence

SUSTAINABILITY:
CAST STONE WITHOUT SIN
Clients demand low-CO2 projects. Shrink your
carbon footprint with a UK-made alternative that
contains zero Portland cement.
Cut your projects’ carbon emissions by up to 85%
with Cemfree, a seriously eco-friendly alternative.

DURABILITY:
BUILD TO LAST

VIBRANCY:
EXCEPTIONAL AESTHETICS

When you’re building to the ideal specifications,
Cemfree is the best replacement for traditional
materials high in embodied CO2.

Achieve a striking finish. Using Cemfree in your cast
stone makes it easy to colour match; it’s a favourite
of local planning authorities as an alternative to
natural stone.

Create architectural features that stand the test of
time. Feel the confidence you expect from a DB
Group brand.

Give your customers work that stands out without
compromising on durability.

Compressive strength

>25MPa at 28-days

Capillary Absorption Test (CAT)

Mean coefficient <1.0mg/mm2

Initial Surface Absorption Test (ISAT)

Values <0.25 ml/(m2·s) at 10 min and 0.10 ml/(m2·s)
at 1 h for each product

Can be cast as a
through mix or with
facing and backing
mixes

Low porosity
with weathering
characteristics of
quarried natural stone

Close match in colour and
texture and favoured by planning
authorities as an alternative to
quarried natural stone

We’ve been helping the most creative minds in
construction meet their sustainability goals for a long
time. Our mission is changing low-carbon specifications
from obligation to opportunity.
That means collaborating with industry, creating products
that fit naturally into the way you work. Don’t change
your production requirements, installation principles,
or delivery methods.

Cemfree was developed alongside
specifiers who need a low-carbon
replacement for traditional materials.
Cutting embodied CO2 by 85% lets
you do your bit while still producing
durable, high-quality cast stone.

Like every brand in the DB Group, Cemfree is
synonymous with excellence in construction
and design. We’re proud of our track record,
helping people build since the 1970s.
Switch to Cemfree in your cast stone and feel
the benefit of that experience; world-class
products and comprehensive support.

www.cemfree.com | sales@cemfree.com | 01954 780687
Cemfree is part of the DB Group (Holdings) Limited

